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Bishop Brian Tamaki 
 
I find the hypocrisy so loud I can’t hear what the police are saying! I understand their concern for the threats on 
the Muslims in Christchurch, and rightly so, but the way the Liberal Left Government, in particular Prime Minister 
Jacinda Ardern, act is bizarre to say the least. 
 
For instance, the Police say they will crack down on any bullying, hate speech and threats to the Muslims and I 
agree, but my point is they don’t care when Christians and Destiny Church and the Tamakis in particular, are 
bullied, and receive Hate Speech almost daily. Worst yet, we were recently falsely accused of being linked to the 
murderer of the Muslim community in Christchurch on national television during prime viewing time, when 
children are still watching.  
 
We hear of the massacres committed on Christians around the world on a regular basis, yet mainstream media 
give this very little coverage, if any.  They turn a blind eye to it.  You never see the Mayor of London, terrorist-
defender, Sadiq Khan increasing security around churches or Christian places of Worship when Muslims carry out 
these despicable and callous attacks, but when Muslims are attacked, he is the first one out offering increased 
security at Mosques around the city, even though Police he says, can’t attend all problem spots in that same city.  
 
Can you imagine Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern protecting Destiny Church, horrified by our 20 years of hate, 
media-bullying and ridicule along with public character assassination through all media outlets regularly?  Would 
Jacinda wear a ManUp T-shirt or Tu Tangata Riders vest, I’d very much doubt it? All because of our Christian 
beliefs and our courage to have our opinions and belief in Freedom of Speech - to disagree with you and others 
and uphold our Christian values proudly is not hate!  
 
Many will spew hate, nevertheless, on this article because they believe I hate! The hypocrisy of the Liberal Left 
Media, Socialists and Extreme-Woke-Liberals, without going into all the twisting of the stories and out of context 
writing by many Liberal journalists, is to fool the public’s perception about us.  If you boldly disagree publicly, you 
attractive the worst haters and social media assassins toward you. Actually, they are that effective, they have 
branded and convinced Joe Public that the Tamakis are weird, hating, horrible people, 
joining the Tamaki-derangement-syndrome sufferers. To any discerning person the 
evidence of our achievement in society, our extreme openness publicly and no wrong 
ever committed, even battling the false media drummed up about charitable status and 
taxes etc.  For three years we underwent scrutiny from Inland Revenue and Charities 
Commission, only for the High Court Judge to make the decision in our favour. This was 
total discrimination and unfair circumstances from the Government Departments 
concerned! Yes, that’s where it got to all because of the noise of a few haters. 
 
We have been vilified on both major television news networks and portrayed as crooks! The constant raving and 
ranting from certain communities have also intimidated much of the New Zealand public into silence, fearful to 
speak their mind, because of the predicted backlash of hate!  

We do not own rights to this cartoon! 



 
 
 
 
 
The Muslim leaders weren’t in favour of any over-the-top memorial service but were convinced by Jacinda and Co 
to proceed with the parade. My love and prayers are for our Muslim brothers and sisters and the terrible events 
that unfolded that fateful day, and of course, it’s changed many things.   
 
However, my angst has always been this increasingly growing kind of New Zealander who has engaged extreme 
liberalism…Globalists and Socialists who want Christianity silenced and less of the influence it’s had in 
underpinning our Western Civilization.  
 
What kind of New Zealand do you want? If the New Zealand you want for your children and grandchildren is the 
one you think we’ve got...think again! 
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